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Facilis Technology Gives UK Debut to TerraBlock Version 6.1
at BVE
HUDSON, MA (February 4, 2014) – At BVE, Facilis (Stand R30), a leading international
supplier of cost-effective, high performance shared storage systems and dynamic workflow
solutions for the film, broadcast and AV markets, will showcase the latest update for its
TerraBlock shared storage system for content creation and post production. Originally
previewed at the IBC last September, TerraBlock V6.1 is now shipping worldwide. Version 6.1
includes performance enhancements as well as improved interoperability with third party
applications.
One such integration involves archive and data management applications with partner
company, Storage DNA who will showcase its technology running together with TerraBlock at
BVE.
“Over 10 years, Facilis has evolved a technology platform that helps facilities and broadcasters
expand their creative capabilities while also simplifying day-to-day operations,” commented Al
Rao, VP Sales at Facilis. “TerraBlock Version 6.1 is a reflection of our ongoing efforts, and we
believe it will be well received in the UK where we have a large and dynamic user community.”
Key features found in TerraBlock V6.1 include:
• Support for Apple® OSX Yosemite 10.10
• Qualification of RED EPIC DRAGON® 6K workflows
• Qualification for NewTek TriCaster Capture to Multi-user Write volumes
• Volume Monitor for tracking available space and locating volumes
• Support in LDAP/Active Directory for nested groups and users across Organization Units
(OU’s)
• Apple® Final Cut Pro® X 10.1.3 support for Multi-user Write Libraries
• Shared File System performance and compatibility enhancements
• Qualified Sonnet Twin 10G Thunderbolt™ 2
Facilis TerraBlock is a multi-platform, high-performance shared storage solution built for post
production and content creation. Flexible connectivity options include 8/16Gbps Fibre Channel

and 1/10Gbps Ethernet through Facilis’ Shared File System. TerraBlock shared storage enables
collaborative workflows with all popular editing platforms and supports a wide range of industrystandard creative applications and formats including full 4K DPX
TerraBlock V6.1 is available today to customers holding a current support contract. For a
complete list of features and additional information, drop by Facilis’ BVE stand #R30 or visit:
www.facilis.com.
About Facilis Technology
Founded in 2003, Massachusetts-based Facilis Technology, Inc. designs and builds affordable,
high-capacity, turnkey shared storage and archiving solutions for post production and content
creation professionals working in the film, television, education and audiovisual markets. Its
production-proven solutions are fast and intuitive –making it easier for creative professionals to
collaborate and work more efficiently. Flexible, scalable and compatible with industry-standard
creative solutions, Facilis’ products blend seamlessly into any studio environment –boutique,
mid-size or large –and have been installed in more than 2000 facilities worldwide.
http://facilis.com/
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